
 

Technical description HS1.1-21 

 

Concept 

 

The basic idea of development was to construct a wholly innovatively timber trailer, which can be used 

apart from the main task of logging also for transporting and wood chipping activities and which 

guarantees maximum durability. 

Another challenge was to design a new frame and chassis type which allows a quick and easy adaption to 

different loading and terrain situations according to forestry soil protection provisions. Moreover, it 

should correspond to the national road transport and traffic rules (StVZO in Germany). 

To meet these demands, a three-spar-frame was constructed, which represents a closed system, which 

can carry the heaviest load and also pull high additional trailer loads (tow capacities). 

This framework includes an adjustable axle carrier, which is gliding on the central tube and can be   

fixed fast and easily in the correct position depending on load and support (drawbar) load. 

A further focus of development was to add to the basic concept all possible optional components for the 

ability to upgrade in retrospect. Drive (1 or 2 axles), crane, crane base and an own oil supply can be 

retrofitted. 

Therefore the vehicle can be upgraded from an ordinary trailer to a fully equipped 4 WD crane trailer 

with its own hydraulic and LS pump. 

The single components are described in detail below. 

 

1. Basic frame 

The frame is constructed as a 3-spar-frame. The central tube is the main absorber of forces and used as 

guideway for the bearing spider (axle carrier). 

The side rails are designed for fixing the stanchions and the grid. The side rails are screwed to the base 

and bottom plate at the frame head, stabilized by a frame connector and at the frame end connected to 

the tail construction including the anchor plate for the trailer coupling.  

Only high strength steels are used. 

The side rails have a grid system of 500 mm distance. 

The extremely stable, high elastic but relatively flat frame construction provides a low loading height and 



nevertheless a high ground clearance (up to 720mm/tires 710/40-24,5”) suitable for a maximum weight 

of 25 tons off-road. 

 

2. Drawbar 

The drawbar, a welding construction of high strength steel S700 has got a length of 1500mm.  

It is mounted on low-maintenance, large spherical plain bearings.  

Swivel angle is +-45 degrees, resulting a lateral adjustment of 1060mm and  

maximum slewing torque of 39,4 KNm (4mt). 

Further data: load on coupling point 3000 kg 

           towing capacity 18 tons (second trailer) 

           ball hitch 80 mm (others on request) 

Gross vehicle weight 40 tons (Germany) 

 

3. Axle carrier and Bogie axles 

 

The axle carrier is designed as a movable slide, which glides along the central tube without tilting. 

The axle carrier can be fixed in the side rails by stable bolts. Thereby it is possible to transmit traction, 

longitudinal and torsion forces to the entire system. 

The A-C can be adjusted and moved in 3 positions, distance head gate to AC middle from 2050-3050mm, 

total movement 1000mm. 

The AC is moved, after pulling the fixing bolts out of the side rails, either by wheel drive or by tractor. 

The whole procedure takes only 5-10 minutes. 

The bogie axle has an oscillating angle +-18 degrees, +-210 mm, the wheelbase is 1360 mm (53,5”) and 

the permissible axle loads are 18 tons on-road and 22 tons off-road. 

The bogie supported in low maintenance spherical plain bearings is mounted on a high strength steel 

axle bolt with greatest possible dimensioning. 

The bogie axle is designed variable. Without drive, only with brake axle (BPW), alternatively with one or 

two axle drive. 



The wheel drive is hydrostatically over individual radial piston motors (Black Bruin) with integrated drum 

brakes. 

Retrofitting of drive is provided for in the design. 

Thrust, depending on tractor and hydraulic power, is up to 5000 kg with one axle/ up to 8000 kg with 

two axles. 

Standard tires are 600/50-22,5”-vehicle width 2560mm, option 710/40-22,5” or 24,5”-width 2780 mm. 

The axle is designed for a tire width up to 800 mm! 

 

4. Frame head 

 

The small headstock is needed for the equipment with drive and airbrake.  

The big headstock is needed for the equipment with crane, drive and own oil supply. 

The frame head is an independent set up S700 steel welding construction, which is bolted and connected 

with the frame base and bottom plate. 

This design provides a high stable closed frame with highest torsion rigidity and bending stiffness. 

The frame head contents the gearbox, connected to the tractor PTO by a wide angle drive shaft. 

The gearbox has a universal shaft through drive and power take off for oil pump. 

The hydraulic and the tank room are fitted left and right on the central crane base with approx. 90 liters 

oil volume. 

In the hydraulic area two valve blocks each with 6 sections can be fitted. The blocks can be accessed for 

repair purposes from both sides.  

The hydraulic pump is delivered as a LS pump with 90 or 110 cm (100-180l/min). 

The crane base is equipped with the hole pattern 350/8 x 175mm/M24, other schemes available against 

order.  

 

5. A-Support frame 

 

The A-support legs are mounted on the outer sides of frame head with an extremely good force 

application. The support leg is able to turn off over 4 shear bolts in a collision. This feature prevents 



serious damage to the trailer.  

Stroke length of support is 1200 mm, extension time max 1,5 sec and support force is 7500 kg. 

Thereby the maximum lifting moment of crane can be used even when the trailer is empty.  

The span of support legs is up to 3200mm, the depth up to 480 mm below (normal height) ground. 

 

6. Headboard/Grid 

 

The headboard can be positioned in the grid system of side rails, can be screwed and is supported by 

spring arms fixed on head stock. The headboard has a load area up to 4.3 m² (tires 700) and can be 

configured also variable. 

The grid can be removed easily for example when a drum chipper is mounted. 

 

7. Stakes ( bolsters, posts) 

The removable stakes can be delivered as single bolsters or bunk. No version is turnable, both can be 

moved by crane. The upper ends of posts are fitted with protective caps to secure crane telescopes 

against unintended contact. 

In combination with the grid system free positioning of bunks can be achieved within a few minutes, 

which means high productivity and flexibility. Up to 8 bunks or pairs can be adapted. 

 

8. Frame end, rear 

The sturdy but compact designed rear is equipped with a 18 tons trailer hitch and can also be furnished 

with reverse light, side light, rear camera, power supply, air and hydraulic joint. 

The lightning can be removed quickly in off-road use and fitted simply and safely in front of the 

headboard. 

 

9. Crane 

The trailer can be loaded with forwarder cranes up to a gross lifting moment of 110 kNm, if Z-cranes are 

mounted up to 120 kNm and a reach of 10 meters. 

 



The height of column should not exceed 1800 mm, total weight including grapple max. 2000kg. 

Our prototype is equipped with the strong Mesera F83FT100i-crane to test the performance of system. 

 

10. Frame extension 

For loading assortments 2x2,5-3,1 m or logs up to a length of 9 m on the trailer the frame extension can 

be simply mounted by crane and bolted quickly with 4 screws. The extension has the same 500 mm grid 

system to combine optionally different assortments. 

The extension can also be used as a carrier for a clamp bunk (Klemmbank) or a tipping container because 

hydraulic connections are available in the rear. For road transport the extension can be placed within the 

trailer frame and is no disability. 

On the forest worksite the extension can either be easily put down or, if needed , quickly mounted. 

 

11. Equipment options 

 

The trailer is designed as a modular concept. Only as simple pulled machine behind a tractor or as a fully 

equipped crane trailer. All is optionally configurable, manufacturer of crane, steering, with wheel drive or 

without, size of tires, lightning, cameras and so on. The user decides according to his needs. 

There is also the possibility to respond to client specific wishes and needs, for instance a long frame 

version. 

 

12. Multifunctionality 

The trailer is designed as a modular concept or universal machine. 

1.High value forwarding trailer 

Maximum axle load and payload off-road 20 tons (incl. load on the coupling point) 

2.Transport vehicle 

With a suitable tractor and a second turnable drawbar trailer it is possible to move 40 tons gross 

combination weight on road (StVZO-Germany) 

3.Chipper 

By mounting a chipper on the frame, the trailer turns to a crane charged chipper. 



Additionally a tipping container can be mounted on the frame extension or a second towed chip trailer 

can be coupled.  

The chipper is driven by tractor PTO, joint shaft drive-through and cardan shafts, so that a lossless power 

transmission is provided. 

 

13. Patent 

The trailer with all features is applied for patent. 

We reserve the right to make modifications to designs. 

 

14. Production 

 

The trailer is produced in our plant as work for forestry technology : 

Sedlmayer GmbH – Rückewagen 

An der Bahn 3 

D-07819 Triptis/Thüringen 

Here we have a production area of 800 m2 with crane runway and all necessary technical facilities. 

Required vendor parts we get from our main plant, steel construction we procure in Bavaria and 

Thuringia, drive, control and cranes Europe-wide. 

 

 

 

 


